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Read the information carefully, then use it to answer the question that follows.
Write your answer on the line.

1.  Rory, Joe, Virat, Sarah and Zak all sat a maths test. There were 20 marks available.  Rory got two more
     marks than Joe, who got two more than Zak and one more than Sarah. Virat top scored with 18 and
     got two more marks than anyone else.

     How many marks did Rory get?         

2.  Joanie has the least books in her bag. Lucy has twice as many as Guy, who has three fewer than Ahmed. 
     Ahmed has one more than Carrie, who has seven books in her bag.

     How many books does Guy have?

3.  The restaurant opens every day except Monday. From Tuesday to Thursday, it opens at 7am and shuts 
     at 4pm. On Friday it opens at the same time but shuts three hours later. At the weekend, it opens 
     at 8am and shuts at 8pm on Saturday and three hours earlier on Sunday.

     How many hours is the restaurant open on Sunday?

4.  Pete has two brothers and a sister. Sharon has one sister and three brothers. Harry is one 
      of Pete's brothers.

     How many brothers does Harry have?

5.  Ritu is twice Jack's age. Rebecca is five years younger than Paul, who at fifteen years old is half the age
     of Ritu. Steve is twelve years older than Rebecca.

     How old is Steve?

6.  Roger caught thirteen toy ducks at the fair. Andy caught twice as many as Chloe. Chloe caught three 
     less than Roger.

     How many more did Andy catch than Roger?

7.  There are five flats on the first floor of a block. Only one of the flats, flat E, has an odd number of people
      living in it. The highest number of people living in a single flat is at Flat D which has eight people in it.
      Flat B has half as many occupants as flat A, which has four times the number of occupants as flat 
      E. Flat C has three times the occupants of Flat B.

     How many occupants does Flat E have? 

8.  Five friends are running in a race. They all finish within twenty six seconds of each other. Clara beats
     Manuel by nineteen seconds. Greg is three seconds slower than Juanita, who finished second. 
     Manuel is seven seconds faster than Greta, who came last in 5 minutes 28 seconds.

     What position did Clara finish? 
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9.  Five friends compare which sports they play. Basher plays football, netball and two other sports. Jacob
     plays cricket, golf and football. Jane plays rugby, football and three other sports. Steve is the only one 
     of the friends who plays just one sport - hockey. Chris plays one more sport than any other of his friends
     and one of his sports includes rugby.

     How many friends played rugby?  

10.  Five friends compared their heights. They were all within eight inches of each other. Steve was the tallest
       at 6ft exactly. Lucy was an inch taller than Paula, who was two inches taller than Josh, but three inches 
        shorter than Wayne.

       How tall was Josh?   


